Abstract. This paper introduces the state of cable lines assessment model, analyzes and describes the establishment of evaluation index system, state variable weight calculation and determination of the final comprehensive evaluation results. Due to that maintenance system reasonable directly influences reliability level, modeling on the health status of cable lines is significant for maintenance、fault prediction and distribution management.
Introduction
Compared with overhead transmission lines, cable lines own many advantages: high power supply reliability, small occupation area and beneficial to city beautification. However, with the large-scale use of cable lines, accidents also frequently occurred and was located difficultly. Especially cable lines in high voltage grade, once accident occurred, long time must be taken to outage maintenance, causing great economic losses. Thus, research on the health status of cable lines is significant.
Computing weight based on largest eigenvalue method
Establishing state evaluation index system of cable lines. To implement the accurate and comprehensive assessment for the health status of cable line, state variables which can reflect running state of cable line is indispensable. Combing a set consists of test information, operation information, and inspection tour information, a feasible state evaluation index system could be established [1] .This index system includes two levels, as shown in Fig.1 is dividing a complex problem into several factors. According to the mutual correlation and subordinate relations, these factors could constitute orderly ladder hierarchy and thus form a Multi-level evaluation model. By inter comparison, The relative importance of various factors can be determined [2] , then on the basis of physical truth, The weight coefficient of various factors will be calculated. This method bases on specialists' subjective cognition on the importance of every various 4th International Conference on Sensors, Measurement and Intelligent Materials (ICSMIM 2015) indicators, which is persuasive. The methods to calculate weight of AHP includes Geometric mean method, arithmetic mean method, characteristic vector method and least square method [3] .
This article adopts the theory of analytic hierarchy process (AHP)，In accordance with the principle of grade 1 ~ 9 scale (as shown in Table 1 ) to determine the relationship of importance between the two elements on the same level, and thus getting the judgment matrix. Through the inter comparison between the primary indexes, the primary level judgment matrix and weight vector can be computed, and as shown in Table1. 
λ max represents the eigenvalue of maximum of judgment matrix，n represents the dimensions . The computational formula of CR (consistency ratio) is：
When CR<0.1，The consistency of judgement matrix can be received. In this article, we can get the result that CR of judgment matrix is 0.0047, meet the requirement of consistency. In a similar way，Based on expert scoring，judgment matrix of secondary index can be established， The weight of state variables under the secondary index is shown as Table 2： (7) Introducing grey correlation theory to determine the final state of cable line.The basic ideology of grey correlation degree is quantifying correlation degree according to the curve of similar degree of correlation. Set reference number series is {X 0 }，compared number series is {X i }, denoted as:
Which is correlation coefficient of reference sequence, and compared sequence at k point, Among them: 
Analysis of examples
Choosing the test and inspection data of a segment of cable line in Nanning power supply company as example. The type of this segment of cable line is LSN 10/3.1-3X9.5m.Based on the actual state of this segment of cable line, score of every part are as below: 
Summary
Grey correlation theory is very effective to assessment of the state of cable lines . 
